HELVA DOUBLE | WALL LIGHTING | BRUSHED
NICKEL
2015321055

Voltage (V): 230 Volt
IP degree if the fixture includes
two types of IP degree: IP44
Class (Class I, Class II, Class III):
Class 2 (Double isolated)
Lampholder type (eg, E27/E14,
etc): LED Module
Switch placement: On the fixture
Primary material: Plastic
Secondary material: Plastic
Color: Brushed Nickel

Height (cm): 10.6
Width (cm): 5.7
Lenght (cm): 42.5
Projection (cm): 10.5

Sales Box Depth (cm): 43
Sales Box Volume m³ : 0.0036
Net weight of the luminiare (kg):
0.53

EAN: 5704924002601
TUN: 2113341
Item Number: 2015321055
Pcs Per Master Carton: 3
Sales Box Height (cm): 6
Sales Box Width(cm): 14

Useful Lumen (lm): 900
Color Temperature (K):
3000/4000
Ra-value : 90
Lifetime (h): 25000
Spread Angle (°) (beam angle of
luminaire): 0
Candela (cd) (for directional
lamp only): 0
Energy Class: F

• 2-Step MOODMAKER scene select 3000K/4000K+dim

Helva Double is a modern and minimalistic wall lamp with integrated LED and 2-step Moodmaker SceneSelect functionality, that
allows you to dim the light by touch and select your ideal colour temperature with a beautiful and natural light, R90. As the wall
lamp has been given a high degree of protection, IP44, makes it suitable for humid areas like the bathroom.
The Moodmaker function in form of a stepless touch switch enables you to dim the light, turn on/off the light or set the colour
temperature into warm or colder light. The short touch enables you to switch between a cold or warm light, whereas long touch
will dim the light to your specific needs. The moodmaker function comes with a memory function, so it will turn on in the last
memorized setting. Helva double can be mounted vertically or horizontally onto the wall or on a cabinet using the included cabin
bracket
www.nordlux.com

